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Key Findings:  
 
Progression 
Prisoners regularly raised concerns about sentence progression. The prison have managed to 
work with SPS Headquarters (HQ) to transfer the case management for some OLR prisoners to 
staff at other prisons. This should lead to better outcomes for the prisoners, as their case 
managers will have more manageable caseloads. The prison have also submitted a business case 
to SPS HQ to try to do something similar for other categories of prisoners, to ensure they are not 
subject to delays in progression.  
 
Cell Bells 
Prisoners raised concerns about the time taken to respond to cell calls. IPMs have seen the 
management information on the time taken to respond to them, and believe the timescales are 
generally acceptable. The Governor will look at any cases where there are extended waiting times 
for cell bells to be answered.  
 
Work and recreation 
Prisoners across halls have raised concerns that they have their recreation or access to work cut 
back more than other halls. This has been discussed with the Governor, who explained how the 
decision is made and monitored. Records are kept, and the IPMs are content the decisions are 
made as equitably as possible.  
 
Drugs and NPS 
The IPM team have spent time hearing from the security team about steps taken to reduce the 
amount of drugs within the prison. The IPMs believe the use of the itemiser to test letters for drugs 
and NPS, and the other actions being taken to find contraband is proportionate and appropriate.  
 

Updates and Actions: 
 
The IPMs will be conducting a survey amongst prisoners to find out a bit of information about what 
they know about the IPMs, how they would like to contact us, and what information they would like 
to hear back about our general findings.  
 

IPM Focus in the Next Quarter: 
 
In the next quarter, IPMs will have a particular focus for monitoring and observations on: 
  

 Purposeful activity 

 
8 Independent 

Prison Monitors 

 
27 Prison 

Monitoring Visits 

 
41 Prisoner 

Requests 
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